SLOVENIA WILDERNESS ADVENTURE
14 Days| 13 Nights
Goričko | Štajerska | Gorenjska| Bled Lake| Primorska | Ljubjana

PREKMURJE – GORIČKO REGION
Goričko forms a part of the Prekmurje region, characterized by
its plain land with low hills, vines, and strong cultural history.
Small towns and remote villages guard the memory of the past
and overflow with tradition - try making a pot from fresh clay,
paint ceramics or knit a basket. In these traditional villages you
can still see some of the traditional Pannonian houses with
wood and clay construction topped with hay roofs.
The region offers some of the best wines in Slovenia and it is
known for its rich gastronomy.
This area is considered a paradise for cycling with 150km of
marked cycling routes. The city center of Goričko is Moravske
Toplice, a city known for its healing thermal and black waters.
The thermal pools can reach temperatures from 28°C to 30°C.
Visit Lake Bukovnica which spreads through 8 hectares and is
fully surrounded by forest. The forest offers a great variety of
tree species and has 26 beneficial energy points. For
watersport lovers, there is the Mura River which offers fun
rafting trips.

DAY 1 : GMAJ
Morning transfer from Ljubljana to
Goričko (2h 30min drive).
Arrive at the Gmaj property in the
Goričko region of Slovenia where you
will meet your guides.
After lunch we will explore the
surroundings of the camp. We will learn
how to make a fire and try our skills in
archery and axe throwing.
In the evening we will make ourselves a
barbecue dinner and conclude our day
with a bonfire.

DAY 2 - 4 : GMAJ
• DAY TWO
After breakfast we will dedicate our day to the “How to survive in the nature”
course. We will learn which herbs to pick to make tea, how to build a shelter,
how to set a trap or design a simple wooden weapon. At lunchtime we will
prepare ourselves some barbecue and then continue with our course. We will
conclude our day with a bonfire.
• DAY THREE
After breakfast we will travel to the nearby city, rent bikes and cycle to Lake
Bukovniško. We will continue with fun activities in the adrenaline park and
after lunch return to the Gmaj property. We will end our day with making
simple pottery, learning how to make a wooden wire and try our hand at
blacksmithing.
• DAY FOUR
To conclude our stay at the Gmaj property we will enjoy the last day horseback
riding followed by a transfer to the Solčava campsite in Štajerska – Savinjska
valley region.
We will visit Matkov kot, a local pig farm, and try some of the best local
homemade dishes such as štruklji, kislo mleko (type of yogurt), and sauerkraut
with sausage.

ŠTAJERSKA - SAVINJSKA
VALLEY REGION
The Upper Savinja Valley and Logar Valley where the
crystal-clear green River Savinja preserves the indigenous
Alpine life. In the Logar Valley you can appreciate
unspoiled crisp green nature. The valley is known for its
many waterfalls, the most notable among which is the
90-metre Rinka Falls; the source of the Savinja river. It is
situated in the heart of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and is
surrounded by over 2,000m-high peaks. It is perfect for
hiking- and cycling enthusiasts as it offers many marked
cycling- and hiking trails.
The Solčava panoramic road offers wonderful views of
the Logarska valley. The Solčava region is home to a rich
cultural heritage of Log Driving. The Log Driver’s Ball
takes place during July and August. It is one of the oldest
events in Slovenia that has been taking place since 1961
and preserves the memory and tradition of log driving on
the Savinja River. The Solčava campsite is at 500 meters
above sea level and spreads among meadows and forest
on the banks of the wild Savinja River, not far from the
beautiful alpine valley of Logarska Dolina. This is an ideal
starting point for mountaineering and water sports.

DAY 5-7 : SOLČAVA
• DAY FIVE
After breakfast we will hike into the Logarska valley and visit the
Rinka falls, the source of the Savinja river. We will stop for some
tea at a mountain hut and continue our hike into the nearby
forests and on the Sočava panoramic road.
• DAY SIX
After breakfast we will have an adventure rafting on the Savinja
river. In the afternoon we will learn how to make our own bow and
arrow and test our archery skills.
• DAY SEVEN
After breakfast we end our stay with a visit to one of the rarest
mountain caves in Slovenia – The Snow cave on Raduha.
Afterwards we depart to Ribno Camp in Gorenjska – Blejska
Dobrava region. (1h 30 min drive)
We will end our day with a short hike up Talez Hill with its
beautiful view of Bled Lake, then leisurely return to camp for
dinner around a bonfire.

GORENJSKA – BLEJSKA
DOBRAVA REGION
Gorenjska forms part of the Slovenian Alpine region and is
full of hiking and biking trails. It forms a part of the Triglav
National Park, and it is home to many Slovenian water
gems. Bled is the tourist center of the Gorenjska region and
is the only natural island in Slovenia.
Ribno is a village located 5km from Bled Lake. This
destination offers many beautiful trekking and hiking trails.
Explore the forest, hike the nearby hills for amazing views
of the Bled region, or experience rafting, canyoning and
kayaking trips on Sava Dolinka.

DAY 8-9 : RIBNO / BLED
• DAY EIGHT
After breakfast we will spend the morning kayaking and
canoeing on the Sava river. We will enjoy some fun water
games and then return to camp to have lunch. We will spend
the afternoon testing our skills on a fun military obstacle
course before dinner and spend the evening bonding around a
bonfire.
• DAY NINE
After breakfast we will hike to one of the most popular
sightseeing points of Bled – Ojstrica. After the hike, we will SUP
on Bled Lake and after lunch get our adrenaline pumping on
the zipline. We will have dinner in the camp and conclude our
day around a bonfire.

PRIMORSKA – POSOČJE
REGION
Situated in the Triglav National Park and in the center
of the Julian alps, the Soča valley is the true natural
gem of Slovenia.
Experience the authenticity and wilderness of the
Soča River with eight kilometers of unspoiled rapids.
This experience and the beauty of the Soča Valley
will remain a core memory of this trip.
This area is famous for deep pools of emerald colors,
marble trout and huge rock boulders that speak of
the power of nature.
In the distance you will see the highest peak of
Triglav as it gets illuminated by the sun. All this will
take your breath away and put you under the
enchanting spell of the Soča region.

DAY 10-13 : SOČA RIVER
• DAY TEN
After breakfast we transfer to Primorska where we will
enjoy our day rafting on the Soča river. We will conclude
our day with a barbecue dinner at camp while relaxing
around the bonfire.
• DAY ELEVEN
Full day of hiking along the Soča river. We will stop for
lunch and spend the evening with locals and sleep on the
hay in their barn.
• DAY TWELWE
After breakfast we will continue hiking, have lunch, and
conclude the hiking trail in Bovec. Dinner will be at the
camp followed by hanging out around the bonfire for the
evening.
• DAY THIRTEEN
We will hike to Polock hill and explore the old military
shelters. Afterwards we will taste some locally made
cheese and then ride on a Kurukula to cross the Tolminka
river. After lunch we will hike to Javorica and finish our
trail by visiting the Kozjak waterfall.
Return to the camp for dinner around the bonfire.

DAY 14 : END OF ITINERARY
After breakfast we drive to Ljubljana, Slovenia's
capital and largest city. This tranquil setting
belies a dynamic and fast-growing capital packed
with compelling sights and a lively nightlife
bolstered by its vibrant student population.
Ljubljana is known for its many fascinating
museums. After lunch we will drive to the
airport before saying our farewells.

